Abstract. Let q P C, let a "ˆ1 0 1 1˙, b q "ˆ1 q 0 1˙, and let G q ă SL 2 pCq be the group generated by a and b q . In this paper, we study the problem of determining when the group G q is not free for |q| ă 4 rational. We give a robust computational criterion which allows us to prove that if q " s{r for |s| ď 27 then G q is non-free, with the possible exception of s " 24. In this latter case, we prove that the set of denominators r P N for which G 24{r is non-free has natural density 1. For a general numerator s ą 27, we prove that the lower density of denominators r P N for which G s{r is non-free has a lower bound
Introduction
For each q P C, let us write a "ˆ1 0 1 1˙, b q "ˆ1 q 0 1˙, and write G q for the subgroup of SL 2 pCq generated by a and b q .
The group G q is not infinite cyclic unless q " 0. It is proved by Sanov [19] and Brenner [5] that the group G q is free for all q P Rzp´4, 4q; more strongly, the group G q is discrete and free for all q in the Riley slice of the complex plane [12] .
A well-known open problem is to determine when G q is free for q P p´4, 4q. This problem has a long history, and the reader is directed to [9] and to Section 1.2 below for the state of the art prior to this writing.
Slightly different normalizations have also been considered in the literature. We may define A "ˆ1 0 q 1˙, B "ˆ1 q 0 1˙, and let H q " xA, By ă SL 2 pCq. Then H q -G q 2 ; see [6] . The group H q is considered in [16] , for instance. In some other papers such as [6, 9] , the group G 2q is considered. In this paper, we study the following conjecture:
Main Conjecture. For each rational number q " s{r in p´4, 4q, the group G q :" xa, b q y ď SL 2 pCq is not a free group. Remark 1.1. Under the hypothesis that q is rational and belongs to p´4, 4q, the group G q is discrete only if |q| P t0, 1, 2, 3u; see [15] .
1.1. Main results. As mentioned above, G q is free whenever q P Rzp´4, 4q. It is easy to see that G q is free if q is transcendental. However, being algebraic is not sufficient to guarantee non-freeness. As noted in [7] , Galois conjugation yields an isomorphism G 4´?2 -G 4`?2 , the latter of which is indeed free by the result of Sanov and Brenner. Definition 1.2. We will say q P C is a relation number if G q is not a free group.
A good summary of known results about rational relation numbers can be found in Theorem 7.7 of [9] . Before stating the results of this paper, we introduce some terminology. Let F " xx, yy be a free group of rank two. A complex number q is called an ℓ-step relation number if there exists a nontrivial word of the form w " y m 1 x m 2¨¨¨y m 2k`1 P F for some k P r0, ℓs and m i P Zzt0u such that wpa, bis a lower-triangular matrix in SL 2 pCq. It turns out then every relation number is an ℓ-step relation number for some ℓ ě 0, and vice versa (Lemma 2.2). Actually, if q is an ℓ-step relation number, then there exists a word v " vpx, yq P F of syllable length at most 8pℓ`1q such that vpa, b" 1; see Remark 2.3. Let X Ă Z be a subset. The (right) upper density of X is given by dpXq " lim sup N X X r1, Ns N .
The (right) lower density of X is similarly given by dpXq " lim inf N X X r1, Ns N .
If these limits coincide, they are called the (right) natural density of X. Note we allow X to have negative integers. Remark 1.3. One may also consider a symmetric (lower or upper) density, which is a limit (superior or inferior) of pX X r´N, Nsq{p2N`1q. For the integer sets concerned in this paper, all right densities will coincide with symmetric densities, whence we will simply refer to upper and lower densities when no confusion can arise. Note in particular that if s{r is an ℓ-step relation number then so is s{p´rq.
Our main results are towards resolving the Main Conjecture. Precisely, we prove the following: By our previous discussion, the above theorem resolves the Main Conjecture for all r if s P r1, 27szt24u, and for almost all r if s " 24. It even asserts that for a given s ď 27 and for almost all r P N, there exists a nontrivial word of syllable length at most 24 in G q that becomes trivial. We note that some parts of the proof are computer assisted, and we have provided code and documentation in the appendices below.
For a general s P N, we have the following result which finds a very large number of relation numbers with a given numerator: It is natural to wonder if d´A p2q s¯" 1. Unfortunately, the sequence ts 2 n´1 u iPN grows much too quickly, and generally the infinite product in Theorem 1.5 will converge to real number strictly less than 1 (see Section 6 below). Of course, the choices of such a sequence can be modified, but it is not clear to the authors that the methods given here avail themselves to a suitable choice that witnesses d´A p2q s¯"
1. Question 1.6. For an integer s ą 27, is it true that d´A p2q s¯" 1?
We are able to prove one further result which strongly suggests that the answer to Question 1.6 is yes, without quite establishing it definitively. Theorem 1.7. (see Corollary 3.9) Let s, r, N P N. Then there exists an M " Mps, r, Nq P N such that s r`i`sM j is a 2-step relation number for all integers 0 ď i ă N and j ‰ 0.
In particular, for a fixed s there are arbitrarily long sequences of consecutive denominators which give rise to relation numbers of the form s{r. However, such sequences may possibly be spaced very sparsely within N.
1.2. Notes and references. As noted above, the extent to which Sanov's result holds or fails for q P p´4, 4q has a long history. Some of the earliest examples of non-integral rational relation numbers of q were found by Ree [17] . On the other hand, many conditions for freeness of G q were found by Chang-JenningsRee [6] . Many more examples of relation numbers were found in [4, 10, 11, 16, 2] . Connections to diophantine problems, and especially solutions to Pell's Equation, were studied in [8, 21, 3] . Discreteness of G q for a complex parameter q P C has been extensively studied; see [1, 9] and the references therein. For related discreteness questions in PSL 2 pRq, see [14] , for instance.
A dynamical interpretation of relation numbers was suggested first by Tan-Tan [21] , and these ideas have been developed in [2, 18, 20] .
One may compare the results of this paper to the results outlined in Theorem 7.7 of [9] . We are primarily concerned with groups of the form G q for |q| ă 1 rational, whereas the results there are given for groups of the form H q where q may be nonrational algebraic. One notes immediately from Theorem 1.4 that we have produced many new examples of rational relation values of q, and in view of Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, many new infinite families of relation values which do not fall under the purview of previously known results.
The freeness and non-freeness of the groups G q has applications to group-based cryptography and theoretical computer science. See for instance [7] .
Finally, a remark about normalizations. We consider the groups tG q u qPQ over the groups tH q u qPQ , in spite of the break in symmetry, because the groups tG q u qPQ encompass a larger class of subgroups of SL 2 pQq and hence give rise to an a priori richer theory.
Notation and terminology
Recall the following definition from Introduction. The number q " 0 is the unique 0-step relation number. The following lemma (due to Lyndon and Ullman) describes the relationship between the Main Conjecture and ℓ-step relation numbers.
Lemma 2.2 ([16]). A complex number q is a relation number if and only if it is an
ℓ-step relation number for some ℓ ě 0.
Proof. The forward direction is obvious from the fact that the identity matrix is lower-triangular. For the converse, let w " wpx, yq be as in Definition 2.1. Then the matrix wpa, b¨a¨wpa, b´1 is lower triangular such that the diagonal entries are 1. It follows that the reduced word rwxw´1, xs becomes the identity in SL 2 pCq after setting x " a and y " b q .
Remark 2.3. The syllable length of a nontrivial element g P F is the smallest integer ℓ ě 0 such that g " w 1¨¨¨wℓ for some w i P xxy Y xyy. The above proof shows that if q is an ℓ-step relation number then there exists a nontrivial word vpx, yq " rwxw´1, xs of syllable length at most 8pℓ`1q such that vpa, b" 1.
From Lemma 2.2, we see that the Main Conjecture has the following diophantinetype formulation.
Conjecture 2.4. Every rational number is an ℓ-step relation number for some ℓ ě 0.
Let us describe a notation that will be used often throughout this paper. Let q P C, and let m 1 , m 2 , . . . be a sequence of nonzero integers. We define complex vectors v 1 , v 2 , . . . by setting v 1 " p1, 0q and
Note that q is an ℓ-step relation number if and only if one can find a sequence tm i u Ď Zzt0u such that v 2k`2 P Cˆt0u for some k ď ℓ.
As we are only interested in whether or not the second coordinate of v i becoming zero, we may regard v i as a point in the projective space CP 1 . In particular, we will identify px, yq and pnx, nyq for x, y P Z and n P Zzt0u. We will then use the notation
The nonzero exponents m 1 , m 2 , . . . will often be suppressed as well.
Example 2.5. For q " 1 or q " 2, we have a sequence p1, 0q ։ p1, 2q Ñ p´1, 2q ։ p´1, 0q " p1, 0q.
For q " 3, we see
It follows that all integers in the interval r´3, 3s are relation numbers.
The Main Conjecture can be reformulated in terms of generalized continued fractions. Suppose we have an orbit as above in (˚). Write Q " 1{q and v i " px i , y i q. Assuming x i y i ‰ 0, we define
Then we have that
On the other hand, it is obvious that q is a relation number if x i y i " 0 for some i, or if px i , y i q " px j , y j q P CP 
either terminates with a ℓ " 0 for some ℓ ě 2, or satisfies a ℓ " a ℓ 1 for some
The Main Conjecture asserts that one has a sequence tm i u as above whenever Q P Qzr´1{4, 1{4s.
Families of rational relation numbers
In this section, we develop a foundation for producing large collections of rational relation numbers in the sequel.
Let us define
We also let (2), we let q " pr`tq{prstq and compute
Let us prove part (3). Combining Example 2.5 with part (1) we see that 1{n and 2{n are 1-step relation numbers. By substituting pr, s, tq " pn, 1,´1q, we see from part (2) that 1´1{n "´pr`tq{prstq is a 1-step relation number.
3.2.
On 2-step relation numbers. The notation x y˘z means x is a divisor of either y`z or y´z. It will be convenient for us to use the notation
For instance, we have p5 ; 12q " 5`12Z, and p˘5 ; 12q " p5`12Zq Y p´5`12Zq. The followingl tool is crucial for this paper. Then for all r P pw ; smqzt0,˘1, wu we have s{r P R p2q Q .
In particular, it follows that s{r P p´4, 4q for such an r.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We will assume that w smy´1, as the other case follows similarly. For some u ‰ 0 we have 1 " wu`smy.
Let us write r " w`smt for some t ‰ 0, and put v :" mpy´utq. Then 1 " pw`smtqu`smpy´utq " ru`sv.
Since |r| ą 1 and u ‰ 0, we see that v ‰ 0. After setting q :" s{r, we have an orbit of xa, b q y as follows.
From rvt ‰ 0, it follows that s{r P R p2q s . Definition 3.3. Let s, w, m be nonzero integers such that s ą 1, and let
We say the set pw ; smq Ď Z is an s-good coset if there is an integer y satisfying the following two conditions: ‚ yD md; ‚ w smy˘D. In this case, w is called a good representative of pw ; smq. Example 3.4.
(1) The coset p0 ; sq " ps ; sq is s-good. Indeed, if we set w " s and m " y " 1, then w sm´gcdpw, smq " 0.
Moreover, p0 ; snq " np0 ; sq is also s-good for n ‰ 0. (2) We note that zptx i u ; yq " Ť i x i z`yzZ. We also record the following. Lemma 3.7. If C is an s-good coset, then so is nC for all n P Zzt0u.
Proof. Let C " pw ; smq with a good representative w. Then nC " pnw ; snmq is also s-good; this follows from gcdpnw, snmq " |n|¨gcdpw, smq. By Lemma 3.6 we have that pa ; sm a q is s-good and that
By setting M to be a sufficiently large multiple of M 0 , we obtain the desired conclusion. (1) The coset pw; sq is s-good. (2) If an integer t satisfies s{pw`stq P p´4, 4q, then s{pw`stq P R Q .
Proof.
(1) By Example 3.4, we may only look at the case that w ‰ 0. It suffices to show that w divides s˘gcdpw, sq. We may assume w ffl s and w ffl s˘1, for otherwise the proof is trivial. Then it only remains to consider the case |w| ě 4. If |w| " 4, then our assumption implies that s " 2 pmod 4q. Then we see that s´gcdpw, sq " s´2 " 0 pmod wq.
Suppose |w| " 6. Our assumption implies that s "˘2 or s " 3 modulo 6. Then gcdpw, sq " 2 or gcdpw, sq " 3, and we obtain the desired conclusion.
(2) We may assume w ‰ 0. Then the above proof implies that w is a good representative of pw ; sq. By Lemma 3.5, we have that either
It is a simple computational verification that for all nonzero integer u P r´6, 6s and for all integer s P p´4|u|, 4|u|q the number s{u is a relation number; see Proposition A.2 in Appendix A. This completes the proof that s{pw`stq P R Q .
Example 3.11. The above corollary implies that s{p4`stq is a 2-step relation number for all t P Z satisfying 4`st ‰ 0 and´4 ă s{p4`stq ă 4.
The following extends Lemma 3.1 (3).
Corollary 3.12. For each nonzero integer n, we have the following:
3{n, 1´2{n, 1´3{n, 1´4{n, 1´6{n, 2´1{n P R Q Y Z.
Proof. Let n P Zzt0u be arbitrary. We may assume |n| ą 6, for otherwise the proof is trivial from direct computations; see also Proposition A.2. Since 3 is a relation number, so is 3{n.
In the case when |w| ď 4 or |w| " 6, we see from Corollary 3.10 that 1´w{n " pn´wq{pw`pn´wqq is a relation number.
Let w " 1´n and s " 2n´1. Since w s´1, Lemma 3.2 implies that 2´1{n " s{pw`sq P R Q .
Fixed numerators
In this section, we establish the Main Conjecture for rational numbers with numerators less than 28 and that are not 24. 
Proof. If s " 7 then we see that tw P Z | gcdpw, 7q " 1u " p˘1,˘2,˘3 ; 7q " ď tpw ; sq | w divides 6u.
For another example, if s " 11, then we have p˘1,˘2,˘3,˘4,˘5 ; 11q " ď tpw ; 11q P Z | w divides 10 or 12u.
The other values of s can be treated similarly, so we omit the details. Sketch of the proof. This lemma is a consequence of Proposition B.1 (1) in Appendix. For illustration, we will give more hands-on explanation here and leave the computational details to Appendix. Let us set X s :" tr P Z | gcdpr, sq " 1 and r ı w pmod sq for all divisor w of s˘1u .
For part (1), it suffices to find a finite collection of s-good cosets whose union contains X s ; for, once such a collection is found then we can additionally include pw ; sq for all divisor w of s˘1. By Lemma 4.2, we may assume s ą 11 and s R t14, 15u.
In each case, we will find a list of pairs ppw ; smq, yq that satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.3; we may say y is the "certificate" for the s-goodness of pw ; smq. We only illustrate the proof for s " 12 and s " 21.
Case s " 12: Note X s " p˘5 ; 12q " p˘5,˘7 ; 24q. Then the following is the desired list of pairs ppw ; smq, yq: pp˘5 ; 24q, 1q, pp˘7 ; 24q, 2q.
This notation is actually an abbreviation of the list pp5 ; 24q, 1q, pp´5 ; 24q, 1q, pp7 ; 24q, 2q, pp´7 ; 24q, 2q.
Case s " 21: We have X s " p˘8 ; 21q. We compute as follows.
p˘8 ; 21q " p˘8,˘29,˘13 ; 63q, p˘29 ; 63q " p˘29,˘34 ; 126q " p˘29 ; 126q Y 2p˘17 ; 63q, p˘13 ; 63q " p˘13,˘50 ; 126q " p˘13 ; 126q Y 2p˘25 ; 63q, X s " p˘8 ; 63q Y p˘13,˘29 ; 126q Y 2p˘17,˘25 ; 63q Ď p˘8 ; 63q Y p˘13,˘29 ; 126q Y 2p˘4 ; 21q
Since p˘4 ; 21q is s-good, so is 2p˘4 ; 21q; see Lemma 3.7. The following is the desired list of pairs:
p2p˘4 ; sq, 1q, pp˘8 ; 3sq, 1q, pp˘13 ; 6sq, 3q, pp˘29 ; 6sq, 3q.
See Proposition B.1 for other cases of s and for more details. For part (2) , recall that an s-good coset pw ; smq contains at most three nonzero integers w, gcdpw, smq,´gcdpw, smq that are possibly not in A p2q s . We collect such possible exceptions and individually verify that each one belongs to A s as long as |s{r| ă 4. This is also done in the proof of Proposition B.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We may assume that s ą 0. If gcdpr, sq " 1, then Lemmas 3.5 and 4.3 imply that r P A s .
Let us now assume d :" gcdpr, sq ą 1. Put r 1 " r{d and
Since gcdpr 1 , s 1 q " 1 and s 1 ď 13, we see from the previous paragraph that s{r " s 1 {r 1 is a relation number.
The case s " 24
In this section, we will deduce Theorem 1.4 (2) by proving the following. By sending i Ñ 8, we see that ZzA p2q s has density zero. In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 5.1. For this, let us consider integer sequences tz i u and tδ i u determined by the following conditions. ‚ z 0 " 1; ‚ z i " δ i pmod 3q and δ i P t´1, 0, 1u for each i ě 0;
Lemma 5.2. For each i ě 0 and for each δ P t´1, 0, 1uztδ i u, we have that
Proof. By the nature of the given recursion, the sequences tz i u and tδ i u must be periodic. So, one can verify the lemma by brute force. Actually, those sequences have period eight; see Table 1 .
We can now define the desired sequences ta i , b i u iě0 as follows. 
(2) We saw in Lemma 5.2 that
for some p P Z and c P t˘1,˘5u. Put m " 18c¨3 i , so that m M i`1 . Then
" p35pz i`3 2δq`cq{p12cq " p35¨p12p`cq`cq{p12cq " p35{cqp`3 P Z.
So, we have that a i`δ sM i " 1´2m pmod smq. Note that 1´2m 4m 2´1 " s¨m¨pm{6q´1.
By setting y " m{6 in Definition 3.3 (or, Example 3.4 (3) ), we see that
is an s-good coset. (3) The proof is essentially the same, after replacing pa i , δ i q by pb i , δ i`5 q.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We use induction. The base case i " 0 is a consequence of Proposition B.1 in Appendix, where a computer-assisted proof is given. Namely, we may set a 0 " 1261, b 0 "´6299. Let us now assume the conclusion for some i ě 0. This means that if x P Z satisfies px ; sM i q Ď p˘a i ,˘b i ; sM i q, then px ; smq is s-good for some m M i .
We note that
By Lemma 5.3, one of the above three cosets on the right-hand side coincides with
The same lemma implies that every integer contained in the other two cosets satisfies the alternative (B) of the conclusion. By applying the same argument to the cosetś pa i ; sM i q, pb i ; sM i q,´pa i ; sM i q we obtain the desired conclusion for i`1.
We end this section by extracting the strategy of Theorem 5.1 to obtain the following lemma. The proof is essentially identical to the one we have already given. ‚ s " u f 2 and f M 0 " ℓv 0 w; ‚ u f divides gcdptw, ℓ`1q; ‚ a " 1`f ℓuv 0 z 0 ; ‚ for all δ P Zzpδ 0 ; tq, the set pz 0`δ w ; u f q contains a divisor of ℓ. (1) The parameters that we have considered in this section are
(2) Lemma 5.4 is robust enough to be used for certain other choices of numerators. For instance, we may pick arbitrary k, v 1 P Z and let
As in Lemma 5.2, we can use the same
we can verify that all the conditions are satisfied. We conclude that d´pa ; sM 0 qzA p2q s¯" d´p1`180v 1 p12k´5q ; 5760v 1 p12k´5qq zA p2q 144¯" 0.
If we plug in k " v 1 " 2, then we see
144¯" 0.
General density estimates
In this section we establish Theorem 1.5, which we do by an averaging argument. Let us fix s ě 28. We will recursively construct an increasing sequence tm n u ně0 such that the set B n :" tpw ; sm n q|pw ; sm n q is not contained in an s-good cosetu has a small density. Then, we apply Lemma 3.5 to see that d´A p2q s¯ě 1´#B n {psm n q. For the base case n " 0, we set m 0 " 1. By Corollary 3.10, we see that pw ; sq R B 0 for |w| ď 4 or |w| " 6. In particular, #B 0 {psm 0 q ď 1´11{s.
Suppose we have constructed m n P N. For brevity, let us write m :" m n , B n " tpw 1 ; smq, . . . , pw ℓ ; smqu, v i :" gcdpw i , smq.
We may choose w i in the set p´sm{2, sm{2s such that w i R t0,˘1,˘2,˘3,˘4,˘6u.
We define
Z :" tpi, xq | i P r1, ℓs and x P r1, sms such that smx "˘v i pmod w i qu.
Let Y i :" Z X ptiuˆZq. We begin by establishing the following. 
If w i 2v i , then w i {v i "˘2 or˘1. So, we have
By applying Claim 1 and averaging x over r1, ℓs, we can find some X P r1, sms such that the number of distinct s-good cosets in the set
To make the recursion deterministic, we pick the smallest such X. We now define x n :" X and m n`1 " m n x n . The set B n`1 is contained in the set tpw i`s mk ; smXq | i P r1, ℓs and k P r0, Xqu.
In the set above, at least 4ℓ{sm cosets are s-good. It follows that
umming up, we have that
From the inequality x n´1 ď sm n´1 , we have that
Hence, the theorem follows. As remarked in the introduction, Theorem 1.5 does not quite show that A p2q s has natural density 1, but the infinite product does give a significant improvement to the density estimate. As a particular example, we consider the case s " 28. We have thatˆ1´1 1 28˙"
The infinite product converges very quickly, and multiplying it out up to n " 4 yieldŝ 1´1 1 28˙ˆ1´4 28˙ˆ1´4 28 3˙ˆ1´4 28 7˙ˆ1´4 28 15˙« 0.5203133366.
Similarly, for s " 29 we obtain the estimates 0.6206896552 and 0.5349895317, respectively. For s " 30, we obtain the estimates 0.6333333333 and 0.5488075719, respectively.
Appendix A. Certifying s{r is a relation number
In this appendix, we give a detailed description of the algorithms used in the paper and provide the full Mathematica code implementing such algorithms. We include relevant outputs of those code as well; the full output is available for download as an ancillary file (relnum-v1.pdf) with the arXiv version of this paper [13] and also on the authors' respective websites.
Let x, y P Zzt0u. Setting t " x´ytx{yu, we define a shifted remainder of x by y as SRpx, yq :"
if t ‰ x and |t| ď |y|{2, t´y, otherwise Note that t " x pmod yq. We also let signpxq :"
An algorithm to compute a function RelNumps, r, Mq is given in Algorithm 1, and is inspired by [16, 21] . This algorithm begins with the moves p1, 0q " pr, 0q The function RelNumps, r, Mq returns True if the orbits tpx i , y i qu becomes periodic (up to changing the sign of y i ), or if x i y i px i´1 q " 0 for some i ď M. In this case, we see that s{r is a relation number; see Proposition 2.6. Otherwise, the algorithm returns False, and is inconclusive.
Let us now consider a (typically slower) variation of Algorithm 1. We consider an arbitrary choice if such a pair pu, vq is not unique. Then Algorithm 2 attempts to find an orbit coming from the moves px, syq " prx, rsyq ։ prx, spry`uxqq Ñ prx`spry`uxqv, spry`uxqq " px 1 , sy 1 q, if |s{r| ě 4 or gcdps, rq ‰ 1 or r P Z then
3:
Print("known cases") and return Null x Ð x i and y Ð y i 8: if d‰ 0 then 12:
x Ð x 2 σ{d and y Ð y 1 σ{d 13:
x Ð x 2 σ and y Ð y 1 σ
15:
if xypx´1q " 0 or px, yq " px j ,˘y j q for D j ă i then if |s{r| ě 4 or gcdps, rq ‰ 1 or r P Z then 3: Print("known cases") and return Null x 0 Ð signpxqx and y 0 Ð signpxqy 7: while i ă M and flag"False do 8: x Ð x i and y Ð y i 9: pu, vq Ð Min 3 psx, sry, rxq 10: if d‰ 0 then 13:
x Ð x 1 σ{d and y Ð y 1 σ{d 14:
x Ð x 1 σ and y Ð y 1 σ
16:
if xypx´1q " 0 or px, yq " px j ,˘y j q for D j ă i then i Ð i`1 19: x i Ð x and y i Ð y 20: return flag
The final output of the above code is as follows. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 6, 2, 4, 6, 12, 12, 1680, 6, 60, t 27 " 60.
In particular, t 24 " 1680. This claim obviously implies part (1) . We prove the claim by brute force, using the function VerifyList in Section C and the following Mathematica code: listgood = {}; excp = {}; excp2 = {}; T = {2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 6, 2, 4, 6, 12, 12, 1680, 6, 60, 60}; For[s = 12, s <= 27, s++, l0 = VerifyList[s, T[[s -11] Among the output of the above code is the following line The list of s such that s/r is a relation number for almost all r: {12, 13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,25,26,27} This verifies parts (i) through (iii) of the claim for each s in the above list.
Recall that if r is an element of an s-good coset pw ; smq, then either r P A p2q s or r coincides with one of the following four exceptions: 0, w,˘gcdpw, smq.
The above Mathematica code collects all such possible exceptions and individually verify that each integer is in A s Y r´s{4, s{4s. So, part (iv) of the claim follows from the final output below:
Individual verification is complete.
(2) The outputs of the above code includes: In this section, we includes Mathematica code for the following functions SRpx, yq, RelNumpx, yq, Min 3 px, yq, RelNumMinpx, yq, VerifyListpx, yq, which were introduced in this Appendix.
